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Abstract
Absorption is one of the so-called inverse resolution operators of Inductive Logic Program-
ming. The paper studies the properties of absorption that make it suitable for incremental gen-
eralization of definite clauses using background knowledge represented by a definite program.
The soundness and completeness of the operator are established according to Buntine’s model
of generalization called generalized subsumption. The completeness argument proceeds by
viewing absorption as the inversion of SLD-resolution. In addition, some simplifying tech-
niques are introduced for reducing the non-determinism inherent in usual presentations of ab-
sorption. The eect of these simplifications on completeness is discussed. Ó 1999 Elsevier
Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Absorption is the name given to an operator for concept generalization in ILP.
The operator was first introduced in the learner MARVIN by Sammut [24] and later
developed in the inverse resolution framework by Muggleton and Buntine [12] for
CIGOL. It has since been used as a learning tool in a number of widely diering
learners including Hume and Sammut’s [3] CAP, Richards and Mooney’s [17]
FORTE, Idestam-Almquist’s [4] algorithm, Banerji’s [1] algorithm, and Taylor’s
[27] MINERVA. Ling and Narayan [8] discuss the approaches to inverse resolution
implemented in some other systems.
Although absorption has been shown to act to reverse the deductive consequence
operator known as binary resolution, it has remained poorly understood in a theoret-
ical sense and its inherent non-determinism has made it unpopular for practical
implementation.
In this paper we develop some strong soundness and completeness properties
for the absorption operator as it applies to the generalization of definite (positive)
clauses. Furthermore, we show how these properties can be achieved using only a
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particular form of the operator with considerably reduced non-determinism. We also
investigate other ways of reducing the non-determinism, sometimes at the expense of
completeness.
This form of absorption has been implemented as the generalizing operator of
MINERVA where the structure it induces on the search space for generalizations is
very convenient for incremental, anytime learning of multiple concepts. The ap-
proach has been evaluated experimentally in that context [27].
2. Preliminary concepts of logic programming
In this section notation is defined and formal definitions of basic logic program-
ming concepts are given. Most definitions are taken unaltered from [9]. Where pre-
cise definitions are commonly understood and not critical to the formal reasoning of
this work, the definition is not repeated here.
The notation is also based on Lloyd’s ([9], pp. 4–10). Where mnemonic symbols
are more appropriately used in examples, constant, function and predicate symbols
are sequences of lower case letters and variables are distinguished as upper case let-
ters. This complies with the usual PROLOG notation convention.
The logical symbols are used as follows:  for negation, ^ or sometimes ‘‘,’’ for
conjunction, _ for disjunction,  for implication,  for logical consequence, 8 for
universal quantification and 9 for existential quantification. The quantifiers are used
to close a formula by quantifying every unbound variable in the formula. The scope
of a quantifier extends as far to the right as possible.
The symbol ÿ is used in the text to denote set dierence. That is for sets S and
T ; S ÿ T  fA jA 2 S and A 62 Tg.
2.1. Terms
Lloyd’s definitions are used for constant, function symbol, variable, and predicate
symbol.
A term is either a variable, a constant symbol or a composite term. A composite
term f t1; . . . ; tn is comprised of function symbol f of arity n > 0 and n arguments,
t1; . . . ; tn, each of which is a term. ‘‘Function symbol’’ is used exclusively to refer
to function symbols of arity greater than zero, and so does not encompass constant
symbols.
An atom pt1; . . . ; tn is comprised of a predicate symbol p of arity n P 0 and n ar-
guments t1; . . . ; tn, each of which is a term. A literal is an atom or a negated atom.
A term s occurs in a term t when s  t or when s occurs in an argument of t. A
term s occurs in an atom A when A has at least one argument and s occurs in an ar-
gument of A. A term t occurs in a set of atoms or set of terms if t occurs in any el-
ement of the set.
A term is ground if no variable occurs in the term.
2.2. Clauses and programs
A definite clause or just clause C, is an expression A B1; . . . ;Bn where A is an
atom and each Bi i  1; . . . ; n is an atom. ‘‘C’’ denotes the head of clause C, the
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atom A. ‘‘C
’’ denotes the body of clause C, that is, B1; . . . ;Bn. Occasionally a clause
body will be regarded as a set of atoms as is common practice in ILP; the intended
meaning is clear from context. A clause is implicitly universally quantified, so clause
C is equivalent to 8C.
A definite goal, or just goal G, is an expression  B1; . . . ;Bn where each Bi i 
1; . . . ; n is an atom. ‘‘G
’’ denotes the body of the goal G, B1; . . . ;Bn. The empty goal
has no atoms in the body.
A unit clause is a clause with no atoms in the body. The literals in the body of a
clause are called antecedents.
A definite program, or just program, is a set of definite clauses.
Let L be a literal. Then L is about the predicate symbol of L. Let C be a clause.
Then C is a about the predicate symbol of C and C defines the predicate symbol of
C. Let P be a program and p be a predicate symbol. Then the maximal subset of P
in which every clause is about p is called the definition of p.
2.3. Substitutions
As defined by Lloyd [9], a substitution h is a finite set fv1=t1; . . . ; vn=tng, where each
vi is a variable, each ti is a term distinct from vi and the variables v1; . . . ; vn are dis-
tinct. The variables v1; . . . ; vn are called the input of the substitution and the terms
t1; . . . ; tn are called the output. h is called a variable-pure substitution if the ti are
all variables. h is called a ground substitution if the ti are all ground terms. The sub-
stitution {} is called the identity substitution.
An expression is a literal, clause or goal, or a conjunction, disjunction or set of
literals, clauses or goals.
Let E be an expression and let h  fv1=t1; . . . ; vn=tng be a substitution. To apply h
to E giving Eh, for each vi=ti 2 h simultaneously, replace every occurrence of vi in E
by ti.
Let h  fu1=s1; . . . ; un=sng and r  fv1=t; . . . ; vn=tng be substitutions. To compose
h and r giving hr, construct fu1=s1r; . . . ; um=smr; v1=t1; . . . ; vn=tng and then delete
any ui=sir i  1; . . . ;m for which ui  sir and delete any vj=tj for which
vj 2 fu1; . . . ; umg.
Let E be an expression. Then E is functor-free if no function or constant symbol
occurs in E. E is function-free if no function symbol occurs in E. E is ground if no
variable occurs in E. Let h be a substitution. Then Eh is an instance of E. If Eh is
ground then Eh is a ground instance of E.
Let E and F be expressions. Then E is a variant of F if there are substitutions h and
r such that E  F h and F  Er. Also h is a renaming substitution for E.
Let E and F be atoms. Then substitution l is a most general unifier (mgu) for E and
F if El  F l and for any substitution h such that Eh  F h there exists a substitution
c such that h  lc.
Basic algebraic properties of substitutions are given by Lloyd ([9], p. 21).
A loose definition of an inverse substitution is sucient. It is a mapping of term
occurrences to variables such that when applied to an expression, there is a substitu-
tion which may be applied to recover the original expression. Nienhuys-Cheng and
Flach [15] give a more formal definition and analyse the algebraic properties of
inverse substitutions.
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3. The absorption operator
A number of dierent forms of absorption are used. Here we define absorb, the
form of the absorption operator that is interesting for this paper. We view it as an
operator acting on a definite clause in the context of a definite program, although
more general forms have been defined for general clauses (that is, disjunctions of lit-
erals) [12] and for normal clauses [26].
Although absorption is usually applied to a pair of clauses, we will find it conve-
nient to use the notation to refer also to absorption of a definite clause or goal body
with a definite clause. The absorption of a clause with a clause produces a set of
clauses; the absorption of a goal body with a clause produces a set of goal bodies.
Definition 3.1 (Absorption of a goal, absorb). Let  I be a definite goal and B be a
definite clause such that I and B share no common variables. Let h be a substitution
for the variables of B such that B
h  I . Then absorbI ;B; h, the absorption of I with
B using h, is the set of clause bodies G such that
G  I ÿ B
h [ fBhg [ S
for some S such that S  B
h.
Also, absorbI ;B, the absorption of I with B, is the set of clause bodies G such that
there exists a substitution, h such that G 2 absorbI ;B; h.
 I is called the input goal and B is the background clause. The atoms in the set S
fg  S  B
h are called optional and the substitution h is called the suitable sub-
stitution.
Definition 3.2 (Absorption of a clause, absorb). Let I and B be definite clauses with
no common variables. Let h be a substitution for the variables of B such that
B
h  I . Then absorbI ;B; h, the absorption of I with B using h, is the set of clauses
H such that H  I and H
 2 absorbI
;B; h.
Also, absorbI ;B, the absorption of I with B, is the set of clauses H such that H
 I and H
 2 absorbI
;B.
In this role, I is called the input clause and B is the background clause.
Here we introduce a notational convention: sometimes we write S to refer to an
arbitrary subset of set S. This enables us to refer to an arbitrary clause H 2
absorbI ;B; h as H  I  I
 ÿ B
h [ fBhg [ B
h.
Example 3.1 (Absorption). Let I be the input clause
grandfatherX ; Z  fatherX ; Y ; fatherY ; Z
and B be the background clause
parentU ; V   fatherU ; V :
Then absorbI ;B is the set of clauses
grandfatherX ; Z  parentY ; Z; fatherX ; Y 
grandfatherX ; Z  parentY ; Z; fatherX ; Y ; fatherY ; Z
grandfatherX ; Z  parentX ; Y ; fatherY ; Z
grandfatherX ; Z  parentX ; Y ; fatherY ; Z; fatherX ; Y 
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The head of the new clause is the head of the input clause. To construct its body
from the body of the input clause, remove some (possibly none) of the atoms which
also occur in the body of the instantiated background clause and insert the instan-
tiated head of the background clause.
In other versions of absorption (but not in absorb) an inverse substitution may
then be applied, replacing some terms by new variables. Sometimes the inverse sub-
stitution is constrained [12].
Absorption performs a binary resolution step in reverse: consider any clause con-
structed by absorption of input clause I and background clause B. Then the resolvent
[18] of the new clause and B is either I or a clause that h-subsumes I (see Definition
3). Therefore, I may be replaced by the new clause in any definite program which
also contains B, and I remains a consequence of the program.
Intuitively, when there are other clauses in the definition of the concept that B is
about, the new clause gives a more general definition than I for the concept that I is
about. When an inverse substitution is used, the new clause gives a more general def-
inition for the concept of I because some constants or other terms have been replaced
by variables.
4. Formal models of generality
In what sense can we say that absorption generalizes? In fact, we will show that
absorption generalizes clauses according to Buntine’s [2] generalized subsumption
model of generality, which relates the generality of clauses about the same concept
in the context of a program. The program may be regarded as representing back-
ground knowledge pertinent to a learning problem domain.
4.1. Generalized subsumption
The underlying idea of generalized subsumption is that, with the aid of the pro-
gram, the more general clause can be used to prove instances of the concept at least
whenever the less general clause could. The preliminary notion of cover is crucial.
The definition for cover given here is Buntine’s (rephrased from Shapiro).
Definition 4.1 (Cover). Let C be a definite clause and I be an interpretation. Then C
covers ground atom A in I if there is a substitution h such that Ch  A and 9C
h is
true in I ([2], p. 156).
Definition 4.2 (Generalized subsumption, P ). Let C and D be definite clauses and let
P be a definite program. Then C P D (read C is more general than D with respect to
P by generalized subsumption) if for any Herbrand interpretation I (for the language
of at least the symbols of P, C, and D) such that P is true in I and for any atom A
such that D covers A in I then C covers A in I ([2], Definition 4.1).
Buntine [2] also gives an alternative definition for generalized subsumption which
he proves to be equivalent to the previous one. We will use this theorem later to
establish generalization properties.
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Theorem 4.1 (Testing for P ). Let C and D be definite clauses with distinct variables
and P be a definite program. Let h be a substitution grounding the variables in D using
distinct new constants not occurring in C, D or P and let D0 be the set of unit clauses
fA jA 2 D
hg. C P D if and only if, for some substitution r, Cr is identical to
D and P [ D0  9C
rh ([2], Theorem 4.2).
In practice this means a more general clause under generalized subsumption may
be converted to a less general clause by applying substitutions, adding atoms to its
body or by resolving it with some clause from the background knowledge program.
4.2. h-Subsumption
Another model of generality employed in ILP is known as h-subsumption. It re-
lates the generality of clauses about the same concept, but does not take background
knowledge into account. It was investigated for induction by Plotkin [16] in the con-
text of sets of literals but here we give a definition suitable for definite clauses.
Definition 4.3 (h-subsumption, ). Let C and D be definite clauses. Then C  D
(read C h-subsumes D) if there exists a substitution h such that Ch  D and
C
h  D
.
That is, a clause is more general than another by h-subsumption if it can be turned
to the other by dropping literals from the body and applying a substitution. An op-
erator that generalizes according to h-subsumption is sometimes called truncation
[22,12,6].
Generalized subsumption is a stronger model of generality than h-subsumption.
Theorem 4.2 (Relating generalized subsumption to h-subsumption). Let C and D be
clauses such that C  D. Then for any program P, C P D.
Proof. Assume D covers some ground atom A in some interpretation I (for P, C and
D) with the properties of the definition of generalized subsumption (Definition 2).
We need to show that C also covers A in I.
By the definition of cover (1), there is a substitution / such that D/  A and
9D
/ is true in I. Because C  D, there is a substitution h such that Ch  D
and C
h  D
 (Definition 3). Therefore, C
h/  D
/. But 9D
/ is true in I, so
9C
h/ is also true in I. Now, D/  A and Ch  D so Ch/  A. Therefore,
C covers A in I (Definition 1) and so C P D (Definition 2). 
4.3. The Generalization search space
Buntine [2] notes that generalized subsumption is transitive and reflexive. By
grouping equivalent clauses, we can see that generalized subsumption induces a lat-
tice of all the clauses more general than a clause I with respect to a program P. The
lattice is rooted at the bottom by the equivalence class to which I belongs. It is rooted
at the top by the equivalence class that includes the unit clause with the head having
the same predicate symbol as I and each argument being a distinct variable, since
this is the most general clause that is more general than I. A generalizing operator
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that is complete for generalized subsumption would generate at least one clause from
each equivalence class in the lattice.
We will find it convenient to describe the search space for an inductive hypothesis
in looser terms as a hierarchy of clauses, following Buntine [2]. The hierarchy rooted
at the bottom by a given clause I for program P is a structured organisation of claus-
es H such that H P I . If there is a link upwards from clause D to clause C in the
hierarchy then C P D. We require that each equivalence class is represented by at
least one clause, but not that equivalently general clauses, nor even identical clauses,
are represented uniquely.
5. Generalizing by absorption
The generality of dierent clauses constructed by absorption from the same two
clauses cannot always be compared. Consider an input clause I, a background clause
B and a suitable substitution h. Recall that for absorption, h is constrained to satisfy
B
h  I
. When there is more than one literal in the body of C to which some literal
in the body of B could be mapped by the substitution, there is choice for h, and the
resulting clauses are of incomparable generality.
The choice of which literals in the body of I to retain in the new clause (that is, the
choice of which literals of B
h to remove) also aects the generality of the new
clause. For any given h, a clause which retains a subset of the literals which another
retains is more general and those which retain dierent literals are incomparable.
These issues are dealt with in depth by Nienhuys-Cheng and Flach [15].
But for any given suitable substitution, we can identify unique most general and
least general solutions. A most general (by h-subsumption) solution for absorption is
given by
I  I
 ÿ B
h [ fBhg:
Similarly, the least general solution (by h-subsumption) is given by Muggleton [11]
I  I
 [ fBhg:
Because h-subsumption is a special case (Theorem 4.2) these are also least general
and most general solutions by generalized subsumption.
Indeed we can show that the least general solution is equivalently general to I with
respect to any program which contains B, so least general absorption does not
strictly generalize at all.
Theorem 5.1 (Least general absorption does not strictly generalize). Let I and B be
clauses and P be a program such that B 2 P . Let h be a substitution for variables in B
such that B
h  I
 and let C be the least general solution for absorption:
I  I
 [ fBhg. Then I P C and C P I .
Proof. I  C by Definition 3. It follows (Theorem 4.2) that I P C.
To show that C P I , assume I covers some atom A in an interpretation (for P
and I) with the properties of the definition of generalized subsumption (Definition
2). We need to show that C also covers A in the interpretation. Because I covers
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A (Definition 2), there is a substitution / such that I/  A and so C/  A. Fur-
thermore, 9I
/ is true so there is a substitution r such that 8I
/r is true.
Now B
h  I
 so B
h/r  I
/r and so 8B
h/r is true. Because P is true in the
interpretation, B is true and so it follows that 8Bh/r is true. That is, 8I
/r [
fBh/rg is true so 9I
/ [ fBh/g is true. That is, 9C
/ is true. Because in addi-
tion, C/  A, we have shown that C covers A (by Definition 1) so C P I . 
Another distinguished application of absorption we call unit absorption, when
the background clause is a unit clause. It is a particular case of least general ab-
sorption because there are no optional atoms. It can be applied to any input clause
since the suitable subset condition holds trivially. It produces only one clause for
each suitable substitution, and each of these is equivalently general to the input
clause.
6. Iterated absorption
Any clause constructed by absorption may be generalized further by using it as
the input clause to a successive application of absorption with another background
clause. We call the linearly iterated absorption function absorbk and the correspond-
ing closure function absorb. Variables in a background clause must be renamed as
they are used so that no variables also occur in an earlier background clause or ear-
lier iterated absorption products.
Definition 6.1 (Iterated absorption of a goal, absorbk). Let  G be a definite goal
(called the initial input goal) and let P be a definite program. absorb0G; P  is the
set fGg. absorbkG; P  for k > 0 is the set of clause bodies H such that there is a
clause body G0 2 absorbkÿ1G; P  and a clause B that is a variant of a clause B0 2
P with new variables such that H 2 absorbG0;B.
Definition 6.2 (Absorption closure of a goal, absorb). Let G be a definite goal and
P be a definite program. Then absorbG; P   fH jH 2 absorbkG; P  for some
k P 0}.
For brevity, assume that the functions iterated absorption of a clause (absorbk) and
absorption closure of a clause (absorb) are also defined for an initial input clause and
a program. In each case the clauses in the set have heads that are just the same as the
head of the initial input clause. Their bodies are each members of the set produced by
the corresponding function on the body of the initial input clause.
7. Features of absorption
7.1. Use of background knowledge
Generalization by absorption can be seen as ‘‘justified’’ by background know-
ledge. Absorption generalizes a concept description to cover other instances which
are like those already covered, where the likeness is determined by background
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knowledge. In Example 3.1, the relation father in the input clause is replaced by the
relation parent in the generalization because the background clause describes parent
as being a more general ‘‘feature’’ than father.
By contrast, truncation (generalization by h-subsumption) assumes, in isolation of
background knowledge, that some ‘‘feature’’ of a concept description is irrelevant
and should be discarded. In the nomenclature of Michalski [10], truncation imple-
ments the turning constants to variables and dropping condition rules whereas absorp-
tion implements the climbing generalization tree rule.
7.2. Soundness
Absorption is sound for generalizing according to generalized subsumption. A
proof follows but similar results are given in Refs. [6,26].
Theorem 7.1 (Soundness of absorption). Let P be a program and I and B be clauses
such that B 2 P . Then for every clause C 2 absorbI ;B, C P I .
Proof. Let C be a clause C 2 absorbI ;B. There is a substitution h such that
C 2 absorbI ;B; h) (Definition 2). Let D 2 absorbI ;B; h be the least general of these.
Now D P I (Theorem 5.1) and C P D because C  D (Theorem 4.2). Generalized
subsumption is transitive, so C P I . 
Furthermore, any clause in absorbI ; P  is more general than I by generalized
subsumption because of the transitivity of generalized subsumption.
7.3. Incrementality
Absorption is well suited to an active, incremental, anytime learner because it
enables a stepwise investigation of the generalization hierarchy rooted at an initial
input clause. Absorption may be applied to an input clause to generate an induc-
tive hypothesis which may then be tested. If the test is successful, then the hypoth-
esis may become the input clause for further generalization by absorption. If
testing reveals that a particular generalization is false, then the generalization hier-
archy rooted there may be pruned away because every clause more general is also
false.
By iterated applications in this way the one operator can incrementally generate a
generalization hierarchy.
7.4. Recursiveness
Unlike some generalizing operators, absorption is capable of generating recursive
clauses, enabling compact representations of inductive hypotheses in some domains.
Consider the following example.
Example 7.1 (Recursion). Let ancestorX ; Z  parentX ; Y ; parentY ; Z be the in-
put clause I and ancestorU ; V   parentU ; V  be the background clause B. Then
absorbI ;B includes ancestorX ; Z  parentX ; Y ; ancestorY ; Z.
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7.5. Non-determinacy
The extent of the non-determinacy in its application is a source of diculty with
absorption. Consider, for example computing the absorption closure from an initial
input clause. At each step of expansion of the search hierarchy, for each input clause
in the set there may be a number of suitable background clauses in the program. For
each of these, there may be multiple suitable substitutions. For any input clause,
background clause and suitable substitution there is a clause generated for each sub-
set of the instantiated atoms in the body of the background clause. Finally, when in-
verse substitutions are permitted, the number of inverse substitutions yielding
distinct clauses may be large.
In order to contain the non-determinacy, learners that generalize by absorption
usually employ a special instance of the general operator we have described. For ex-
ample, CIGOL [12] restricts background clauses to unit clauses; FORTE [17] always
chooses the optional literals to be the empty set; and MARVIN [25] limits its use of
unit absorption and inverse substitution. A survey of the various approaches to these
issues by a number of ILP learners is made by Ling and Narayan [8]. The restrictions
are detrimental to the completeness of the operator.
Another approach, underlying the generalization strategy of ITOU [20] and closely
related to GOLEM [13] uses iterated least general absorption, called saturation, fol-
lowed by a final truncation step. Saturation initially computes a starting clause by
exhaustive iterated least general absorption of the input clause – eectively comput-
ing a model for the background program combined with the body of the input
clause. The starting clause is only equivalently general to the input clause. It is then
truncated, thus generalizing by h-subsumption. The non-determinacy in a more
general use of absorption is replaced by the non-determinacy of truncation. But h-
subsumption is a generality relation which does not take account of background-
knowledge, so having compiled out the background knowledge the generalization
step is knowledge-free. Usually it is desirable to prune the search for a suitable trun-
cation generalization at this point by referring back to the background knowledge
for detection of logically redundant literals.
7.6. Incompleteness
The procedure coupling least general absorption and truncation is claimed to be
complete for generalized subsumption [19,20]. Jung [6] gives a proof for a restricted
class of programs. But unfortunately it gives up the most promising features of ab-
sorption as a generalizing operator. Background knowledge is used only to define
the model – the generality relationships between concepts captured in the program
structure is not exploited. No inductive hypothesis at all can be determined until
the starting clause is constructed; this construction may take a long time if it ter-
minates at all and the starting clause itself may be huge, incorporating redundant
and irrelevant literals. The search of the generalization hierarchy does not take ad-
vantage of the background knowledge to enable pruning and to give direction in
the search.
Instead, we propose to search the generalization hierarchy by iterative absorption,
avoiding truncation entirely. We shall see how this may be done eciently by gener-
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ating only the most interesting members of the absorption closure at each level, with-
out giving up the completeness of the search.
8. Completeness of absorption
This motivates a new completeness proof for absorption. In this approach we
strike a compromise between using absorption deterministically and using it to incre-
mentally generate successive candidate hypotheses with increasing generality. We
find that we can remove some of the non-determinacy of absorption by exploiting
its relation to SLD-resolution, while retaining its basic nature as an operator for gen-
eralization in increments guided by background knowledge.
We find that we do still need a final inverse substitution step for completeness, but
we present an argument in favour of avoiding it anyway.
8.1. Preliminary definitions
In order to exploit the close relationship between absorption and SLD-resolution,
we now treat definite clauses and definite goals as having multisets of atoms in their
bodies rather than sets. Logic programming usually treats goal and clause bodies as
sequences of atoms but the order of the atoms is irrelevant to the results used here.
Later we return to the view in which clause bodies are treated as sets of atoms or
literals. To enable translation between representations we introduce setC to be a
function mapping a multiset to the corresponding set or a multiset-based clause to
a set-based clause. The notation C
 is reused to refer to the multiset comprised of
the atoms in the body of the goal or clause, C. The symbol M refers to the sub-mul-
tiset relation.
Now let us define an absorption operator on multiset-based input goals and back-
ground clauses to produce a multi-set based goal. It corresponds to most general ab-
sorption, including no optional atoms.
Definition 8.1 (Multiset absorption of a goal, absorbM ). Let  G be the definite
goal  G1; . . . ;Gj; . . . ;Gk; . . . ;Gn and B be the definite clause B  B1; . . . ;Bm such
that G and B share no common variables. Then absorbMG;B is the set of goal
bodies G0 such that there is a substitution, h for the variables in B such that
B
h M G (say B1h; . . . ;Bmh is identical to Gj; . . . ;Gk) and G0 is G1; . . . ;Gjÿ1;
Gk1; . . . ;Gn;Bh.
Definition 8.2 (Multiset absorption of a clause, absorbM ). Let I and B be definite
clauses which have no common variables. Then absorbMI ;B is the set of clauses
H such that H is I and H
 2 absorbMI
;B.
In this role, I is called the input clause and B is the background clause.
Similarly, the reader may assume the appropriate definitions for absorbkM and
absorbM on goals and clauses, by referring to the earlier definitions of absorb
k
and absorb, adding the subscript (M ) to occurrences of absorb, absorbk and
absorb there.
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8.2. Inversion of SLD-resolution
The following theorem tells us that a single application of absorbM reverses a sin-
gle derivation step in an SLD-derivation. It also says that the symbols (that is, con-
stant, predicate and function symbols) in the input clause are preserved in the
generalization when they do not occur in the background clause. This second result
is obvious but later we shall see that its less obvious consequences enable us to reason
about properties of absorption. The proof of the theorem uses the prefatory defini-
tion of a step of SLD-resolution.
Definition 8.3 (Derived, Selected, Resolvent). Let G0 be  A1; . . . ;Am; . . . ;Ak and B
be A B1; . . . ;Bq. Then G is derived from G0 and B using mgu h if Am is an atom,
called the selected atom in G0; h is an mgu of Am and A; and G is the goal  
A1; . . . ;Amÿ1;B1; . . . ;Bq;Am1; . . . ;Akh. G is called a resolvent of G0 and B ([2],
p. 40).
Theorem 8.1 (Absorption as inversion of SLD-resolution). Let B be a definite clause
and let  G0 be a definite goal and let d be a substitution such that B and G0 share no
common variables. Let G be derived from G0 and B using mgu l. Let B0 be a vari-
ant of B that shares no variables with G or Gd. Then G0ld 2 absorbMGd;B0. Let p be
a predicate symbol in G. Then p occurs in B or in G0. Let c be a constant or function
symbol in G. Then c occurs in B or in G0.
Proof. Let B be the clause A B1; . . . ;Bq. Let G0 be the goal A1; . . . ;Am; . . . ;Ak
and Am be the selected atom in G0. By Definition 8.3, G  A1; . . . ;Amÿ1;B1; . . . ;Bq;
Am1; . . . ;Akl and Aml  Al. So for any substitution d, Gd  A1; . . . ;Amÿ1;
B1; . . . ;Bq;Am1; . . . ;Akld. Let q be the renaming substitution so B0q  B and
Bq  B.
Now consider absorbMGd;B0. G0 and B share no variables and B0
qld 
B1; . . . ;Bqld so we can see that B0
qld M Gd. By Definition 8.1, absorbMGd;B0 in-
cludes A1ld; . . . ;Amÿ1ld;Am1ld; . . . ;Akld;Aqld  A1; . . . ;Akld which is G0ld.
Now each literal in G is an instance of a literal in B or G0 so a predicate symbol p
occurring in G also occurs in B or G0. Each constant or function symbol in G is in
A1; . . . ;Amÿ1;B1; . . . ;Bq;Am1; . . . ;Ak or in the output of l. If the former holds
for c, then c occurs in B or G0 because each of these literals occurs in B or G0. If
the latter, because l is an mgu for Am and A, c occurs in Am or in A. If c occurs in
Am then A occurs in G0. If c occurs in A then c occurs in B. 
Now we are ready to show how repeated applications of absorption step through
an SLD-derivation in reverse, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
Lemma 8.1 (Reversing a derivation). Let the sequences of definite goals
 G0; G1; . . . ; Gn, substitutions h1; h2; . . . ; hn, and definite clauses B1; . . . ;Bn be
an SLD-derivation. Let d be a substitution. Let hn1 be the identity substitution. Then
for each Gk in the derivation (06 k6 n), Gkhk1; . . . ; hnhn1d 2 absorbnÿkM Gnd;
fB1; . . . ;Bng. Furthermore, any symbol in Gn also occurs in some Bi (k < i6 n) or
in Gk.
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Proof. The proof is by induction starting from the end of the derivation (when k  n)
and working backwards. For the base case, set k  n and the result follows directly
from the definition of absorb0M .
Assume the lemma holds for k where k > 0 and k6 n and show it holds for
k ÿ 1. Gk is derived from Gkÿ1 and Bk using mgu hk. Let B0k be a variant of Bk
with new variables, not occurring in any Gihi1; . . . ; hn1d, any Bi, or any Gi
for i P k. Then by Theorem 8.1 Gkÿ1hkhk1; . . . ; hn1d 2 absorbMGkhk1; . . . ;
hn1d;B0k.
By the induction hypothesis Gkhk1; . . . ; hn1d 2 absorbnÿkM Gnd; fB1; . . . ;Bng.
Also, Bk 2 fB1; . . . ;Bng. So, by applying absorbM to each element of
absorbnÿkM Gnd; fB1; . . . ;Bng to get absorbnÿkÿ1M Gnd; fB1; . . . ;Bng we have that
Gkÿ1hkhk1; . . . ; hn1d 2 absorbnÿkÿ1M Gnd; fB1; . . . ;Bng.
Let s be a symbol in Gn. By the induction hypothesis either s occurs in some Bi
(i > k) or in Gk. If the former then s occurs in some Bi for i > k ÿ 1. If the latter then
s occurs in Gk but by Theorem 8.1 s also occurs in Bkÿ1 or in Gkÿ1. That is s occurs in
Gkÿ1 or in some Bi for i > k ÿ 1. 
Fig. 1. Absorption as inversion of an SLD-derivation
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This enables us to establish that for any goal in a derivation, an instance of it may
be recovered by iteratively and linearly applying absorption to a later goal in the der-
ivation. When Gk is a goal in an SLD-derivation for P [ fG0g we say that there is a
derivation of G0 via Gk.
Lemma 8.2. Let there be an SLD-derivation for P [ f Gg via f G0g. Then there
exists a substitution h such that for any substitution d, Ghd 2 absorbMG0d; P . Further-
more, any symbol occurring in G0 also occurs in either G or P.
Proof. The result follows from Lemma 8.1 by definition of absorbM . 
We are nearly ready to identify a starting point, an initial input goal, from which a
derivation may be followed backwards using absorption. Because the body of the ini-
tial input goal for generalization might be unsatisfiable in a model for the program, we
need to separate the part of the refutation which matches atoms of the initial goal and
the clauses that are needed to do it, from the remainder of the refutation and program.
Using Lloyd’s preliminary switching lemma, the succeeding lemma cuts an SLD-ref-
utation into two parts–a derivation which arrives at a goal without using certain unit
clauses of the program and a refutation of that goal using the unit clauses alone.
For notational convenience henceforth, when G is a set of atoms, the set of unit
clauses f A suchthat A 2 Gg is written simply as G.
Definition 8.4 (Computed answer). Let P be a normal program and G a normal goal.
A computed answer h for P [ fGg is the substitution obtained by restricting the com-
position h1; . . . ; hn to the variables of G, where h1; . . . ; hn is the sequence of substitu-
tions used in an SLDNF-refutation of P [ fGg ([2], p. 86).
Lemma 8.3 (Switching lemma). Let P be a definite program and G be a definite goal.
Suppose that P [ fG0g has an SLD-refutation G0;G1; . . . ;Gqÿ1;Gq;Gq1; . . . ;Gn with
input clauses C1; . . . ;Cn and mgus h1; . . . hn. Suppose that Gqÿ1 is  A1; . . . ;Aiÿ1;
Ai; . . . ;Ajÿ1;Aj; . . . ;Ak and Gq is  A1; . . . ;Aiÿ1;Cq
 ; . . . ;Ajÿ1;Aj; . . . ;Akhq and
Gq1 is  A1; . . . ;Aiÿ1;Cq
 ; . . . ;Ajÿ1;Cq1
 ; . . . ;Akhqhq1. Then there exists an
SLD-refutation of P [ fG0g in which Aj is selected in Gqÿ1 instead of Ai and Ai is se-
lected in Gq instead of Aj. Furthermore, if r is the computed answer for P [ fG0g from
the given refutation and r0 is the computed answer from the new refutation then G0r is a
variant of G0r0 ([2], Lemma 9.1).
Lemma 8.4 (Splitting a refutation). Let U be a set of ground unit clauses and P be a
definite program. Let  G be a goal. If there is a refutation of P [ U [ f G} then
there is a derivation for P [ f G} terminating in a goal  G0 and a refutation of
U [ f G0g. Furthermore, there is a substitution c such that setG0c  U .
Proof. Let the refutation of P [ U [ f G} be the sequences of goals  G0; 
G1; . . . ; Gn, substitutions h1; h2; . . . ; hn, and clauses B1; . . . ;Bn.
Firstly consider the cases that either no clause from U occurs in B1; . . . ;Bn or every
one of B1; . . . ;Bn is a clause from U. Then the lemma is trivially satisfied.
Now assume that there are m (0 < m < n) occurrences of a variant of a clause
from U in B1; . . . ;Bn. Let j be the least of the indices 1; . . . ; n such that Bj 2 U .
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Let Aj be the literal in Gjÿ1 which is selected and unifies with Bj. Now repeatedly
apply the switching Lemma 8.3 to delay the selection of Aj in the refutation until
there is a goal with no other literal. Bj is unit so the derivation step when Aj is select-
ed is now the last step of the new refutation.
Repeat this transformation mÿ 1 times for each step of the refutation that a
clause from U is used. That is, successively delay the selection of atoms which are
resolved with a clause in U, moving each to the end of the current refutation. Let
this new refutation be the sequences of goals  G00; G01; . . . ; G0n, substitutions
h01; . . . ; h
0
n, and clauses B
0
1; . . . ;B
0
n. G
0
0 is G0.
Every clause in B01; . . . ;B
0
nÿm is a variant of a clause from P. Every clause in
B0nÿm1; . . . ;B
0
n is a ground clause from U. The goal  G0nÿm contains only atoms
which unify with ground atoms in U. The sub-sequences of the derivation commenc-
ing with G0nÿm, h0nÿm1 and B0nÿm1 comprise a refutation. The computed answer for
this refutation (Definition 4) is the composition h0nÿm1; . . . ; h
0
n which grounds vari-
ables in G0nÿm because each constituent substitution is an mgu with a ground atom.
Therefore, for each atom A such that A occurs in G0nÿmh
0
nÿm1; . . . ; h
0
n, it must be that
A  2 U . 
Having established the relationship between iterated absorption of goals and
SLD-derivation, the completeness result for SLD-resolution may be used to establish
a completeness result for the absorption closure of a goal. The SLD-resolution com-
pleteness result attributed to Hill is reproduced first.
Theorem 8.2 (Completeness of SLD-resolution). Let P be a definite program and G
a definite goal. Suppose that P [ G is unsatisfiable. Then there exists an SLD-refuta-
tion of P [ fGg ([2], Theorem 8.4).
Theorem 8.3 (Completeness of multiset absorption). Let P be a definite program, U
a set of ground unit clauses  G a definite goal and d a substitution. If P [ U  9G
then there are substitutions a and  and a definite goal  G0 such that setG0  U
and Gad 2 absorbMG0d; P. Furthermore any symbol occurring in G0 also occurs in
G or P.
Proof. By the completeness of SLD-resolution (Theorem 8.2) if P [ U  9G (that is,
if P [ U [ f Gg is unsatisfiable), then there exists an SLD-refutation of
P [ U [ f Gg. By Lemma 8.4, there is a derivation for P [  G terminating in a
goal  G0 and a refutation for U [ f G0g and a substitution  such that
setG0  U . By Lemma 8.2 there is a substitution a such that Gad 2
absorbMG0d; P and any symbol in G0 also occurs in G or P. 
Using these results we can establish a result for the completeness of absorbM for
generalizing with respect to generalized subsumption. The following technical lemma
is necessary for the formulation of the completeness result.
Lemma 8.5. Let I and I 0 be sets of literals. Let h be a substitution mapping variables to
distinct constants which do not occur in I 0 nor in I. If there is a substitution  such that
I 0  Ih then there is a substitution d such that I 0d  I .
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Proof. Let J be the subset of I such that I 0  Jh. Let h0  h such that for each
vi=ti 2 h0, vi occurs in J. Then Jh  Jh0. Let h0 be fv1=t1; . . . ; vn=tng. Then the tis
are distinct constants and no ti occurs in I or I 0 or J. Let 0 be the subset of  such
that for each ui=si 2 0, ui occurs in I 0. Then I 0  I 00. Some of the output terms of
0 may have some of ft1; . . . ; tng occurring in them. Define substitution d as follows.
For each ui=si 2 0, let ui=s0i 2 d where s0i is constructed from si by replacing each oc-
currence of tj in si by vj in s0i for each vj=tj 2 h0. Now no variables in fv1; . . . ; vng occur
in I 0 or I 00 so I 0dh0  I 00. Further, no term in ft1; . . . ; tng occurs in I 0 or J (by assump-
tion) or in I 0d by the definition of d.
Now we have that I 0dh0  Jh0. Consider v1=t1 in h0. Let h00 be fv2=t2; . . . ; vn=tng.
v1 occurs in no ti so h
0  h00fv1=t1g. v1 occurs in J by definition of h0. Assume v1
does not occur in I 0d. Then t1 does not occur in I 0dh
0 so t1 does not occur in Jh
0
so v1 does not occur in J. So v1 occurs in both Jh
00 and I 0dh00 and because t1 is
a constant which occurs in neither and I 0dh00fv1=t1g  Jh00fv1=t1g it must be that
I 0dh00  Jh00.
Continue successively removing each vi=ti 26 i6 n in this manner and eventual-
ly we have that I 0d  J . Further J  I , so I 0d  I . 
Now we show the completeness of multiset absorption for definite clauses. It tells
us that iterated absorption operating on subsets of the body of the input clause is
complete for generalization, provided that we allow for an inverse substitution to
be applied as a final step.
Theorem 8.4 (Completeness of multiset absorption for clauses). Let H and I be
clauses with distinct variables and P a program such that H P I . Then there are sub-
stitutions r and c and a goal I 0 such that Hr is identical to I and setI 0  setI

and H
rc 2 absorbMI 0; P . Furthermore, each predicate, constant or function symbol
in I 0 also occurs in P or in H
r.
Proof. By Theorem 4.1, if H P I then there is a substitution r such that Hr is iden-
tical to I and a substitution h which distinctly grounds the variables in I using new
constants not occurring in H, I or P such that P [ I
h  9H
rh. Weakening this,
P [ I
h  9H
r.
Now setI
h is a set of ground unit clauses so by the completeness of absorption
for goals (Theorem 8.3) there are substitutions a and  and a goal  G0 such that
setG0  setI
h and for any substitution b, H
rab 2 absorbMG0b; P and the
symbols in G0 occur in H
r or P. In particular no constant in the output of h occurs
in G0 because if one did it would also occur in P or H
r which would contradict the
construction of h. Therefore, Lemma 8.5 applies and there is a substitution d such
that setG0d  setI
. Letting b be d, H
rad 2 absorbMG0d; P . Let I 0 be G0d (so
setI 0  setI
)) and let c be ad. Then H
rc 2 absorbMI 0; P . Because the symbols
in G0 occur in H
r or P, so do the symbols of I 0. 
8.3. Completeness of absorption for definite clauses
Our treatment of clause bodies as multisets of literals is a source of redundancy in
our generalization hierarchy. When a literal is duplicated in a clause body, the clause
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is equivalently general to the clause without the duplicated literal. This is easily seen
with reference to the definition of generalized subsumption. More commonly in ILP
clause bodies are regarded as sets of literals. We have used the multiset approach in
order to draw directly on the results of logic programming, but now we modify our
approach and use clauses, goals and the absorb function we defined initially. Note
that absorption acting on an input clause may now generate a set of more general
clauses for each suitable substitution.
To show that the completeness of absorption also holds for clauses we show that
for every clause generated by absorbM , the corresponding set-based clause is gener-
ated by absorb, and so the completeness of the former carries to the latter.
Theorem 8.5 (Relating multiset absorption to absorption). Let B be a clause  G
and I goals such that G 2 absorbMI ;B. Then setG 2 absorbsetI; setB. Fur-
thermore, the symbols occurring in I also occur in B or G.
Proof. Let  G be a goal such that G 2 absorbMI ;B and let h be the substitu-
tion used to generate G. Let B be a clause such that Bh is the clause Ah 
B1h; . . . ;Bnh where n P 0 and A is an atom and each Bih i  1; . . . ; n is a mul-
tiset of identical atoms Bih and the atoms of Bih and Bjh are distinct when
i 6 j.
Because B1; . . . ;Bnh M I , I can be represented as B1h; . . . ;Bnh, I1; . . . ;Im
where m P 0 and each Ii i  1; . . . ;m is a multiset of identical atoms Ii and the at-
oms of Ii and Ij are distinct when i 6 j but the atoms of any Ii are not necessarily
distinct from the atoms of some Bjh. Assume that each of B1h; . . . ;Bkh contain
identical atoms respectively to each of I1; . . . ;Ik (06 k6m and k6 n) and else-
where each Bih is distinct from every Ij. Then fB1h; . . . ;Bkhg is identical to
fI1; . . . ; Ikg and, by the definition of absorbMI ;B, G is I1; . . . ;Im;Ah and setG
is fI1; . . . ; Img [ fAhg.
Now setI is fB1h; . . . ;Bnh; Ik1; . . . ; Img and setB
h is fB1h; . . . ;Bnhg so
setB
h  setI. Therefore, each member of absorbsetI; setB; h is
fB1h; . . . ;Bnh; Ik1; . . . ; Img ÿ fB1h; . . . ;Bnhg [ fAhg [ S for some S 
fB1h; . . . ;Bnhg. Let S, the optional literals, be fB1h; . . . ;Bkhg. Then we see that there
is a G0 2 absorbI ;B such that G0 is fB1h; . . . ;Bkh; Ik1; . . . ; Img [ fAhg. Recalling
that fB1h; . . . ;Bkhg is identical to fI1; . . . ; Ikg, G0 isfI1; . . . ; Ik; Ik1; . . . ; Img [ fAhg
which is setG.
The argument in the proof of Theorem 8.1 may be used here also to establish that
the symbols occurring in I also occur in B or G. 
We have shown that absorption on goals computes at least the same generaliza-
tions as multiset absorption on goals and that the multiset absorption closure for
clauses is complete for generalized subsumption up to an inverse substitution (The-
orem 8.4). The completeness theorem for absorption of definite clauses follows by a
simple inductive argument, omitted for brevity. The theorem tells us that iterated ab-
sorption on subsets of the input clause is complete for generalization, up to a final
inverse substitution step.
Theorem 8.6 (Completeness of absorption for clauses). Let H and I be clauses with
distinct variables and P a program such that H P I . Then there are substitutions r and
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c and a goal  I 0 such that Hr is identical to I and I 0  I
 and
H
rc 2 absorbI 0; P . Furthermore, each predicate, constant or function symbol in I 0
also occurs in P or in H
r.
This implementation of absorption as an operation on sets of atoms oers sev-
eral advantages. We no longer represent duplicate antecedents in clauses of the
absorption hierarchy. Using a set-based suitability test we can reduce the number
of applications of absorption required to generate a particular generalization
when the suitable instance of the background clause contains duplicate atoms –
we no longer need to apply absorption a sucient number of times to an input
clause to duplicate the atom there. We no longer need to consider every multiset
comprised of atoms of body of the initial clause as roots of alternative absorption
hierarchies. Now we need consider only each subset of the body of the initial
clause.
The most significant disadvantage of the set-based approach is that absorption of
an input clause with a background clause given a particular substitution yields a
number of alternative generalizations, one for each combination of optional atoms.
Each of these should be considered as candidate hypotheses, but they can be organ-
ised into a sub-hierarchy of generalizations between the least general one and the
most general one.
9. Eliminating redundancy
The generalization search space defined by the absorption closure of an initial in-
put clause includes many equivalently general clauses. By avoiding generating and
exploring multiple clauses of the same quivalence class we can reduce the size of
the search space. Consequently in this section we aim to reduce it to one which is
complete in the sense that for every clause more general than the input clause an
equivalently general clause is represented in the search space. But we take care to
note that although some clauses may be redundant as inductive hypotheses, this does
not imply that the search space defined by the absorption closure may be pruned
at those nodes. It is often the case that such clauses must remain as input clauses
for further applications of absorption in order to generate other non-redundant
hypotheses.
9.1. Connex clauses
Atoms in a clause body which are not related to the other atoms by a path of
shared variables are a source of generalization redundancy. Such atoms may be dis-
carded from the clause resulting in an equivalently general but smaller clause.
Definition 9.1 (Connex, Connected ). Let C be a definite clause. Then an atom A 2
C
 is directly connected if a variable occurring in A also occurs in C. A is connected
if A is directly connected or if a variable occurring in A also occurs in a distinct atom
B 2 C
 and B is connected. connexC is the set of atoms A 2 C
 such that A is con-
nected. If C is identical to connexC then C is connex.
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Example 9.1 (Connex). This clause is not connex: px; y  qy; tz; a. This clause
is connex: px; y  qy; ry; z; sz; tx; a.
Every atom in a connex clause is connected to the head of the clause by a path of
atoms, each sharing a variable with its successor in the path. Non-connex clauses are
another source of generalization redundancy because for every non-connex clause in
the absorption closure there is an equivalently general connex clause also in the ab-
sorption closure. The size of the generalization search space may therefore be re-
duced by removing non-connex clauses without compromising completeness.
Rouveirol [20] claims without proof that a non-connex clause has the same least
Herbrand model as the corresponding connex clause formed by deleting the discon-
nected literals. Instead, in Theorem 9.1 we show that a non-connex clause is equiv-
alently general to the corresponding connex clause. The generality is defined by
generalized subsumption with respect to a program – but not just any program.
We express the relationship in the circumstances that the non-connex clause is
constructed by iterated absorption of an initial input clause with the program. We
require that there is an instance of the initial clause body which is a logical conse-
quence of the program. This is quite reasonable – it amounts to assuming that the
initial input clause does cover at least one atom and is not just trivial.
Lemma 9.1 (Absorption existence). Let  C and  I be definite goals and P be a
definite program such that C 2 absorbI ; P. Let T be any Herbrand interpretation
in which P is true and 9I is true. Then 9C is true in T.
Proof. The proof is by induction on iterations of absorb. We show that for each
k P 0, assuming Ik 2 absorbkI0; P  and Ik is true in T implies that for any Ik1 such
that Ik1 2 absorbk1I0; P , 9Ik1 is true in T. The result then follows from the defi-
nition of absorbI0; P .
For the base case, let I0 be I, then 9I0 is true in T by assumption. For the iterative
case, consider some Ik1 2 absorbk1I0; P . Then there is an Ik 2 absorbkI0; P  and a
substitution h and a clause B 2 P such that Ik1 is Ik ÿ B
h [ fBhg [ S for some
S  B
h and B
h  Ik. By the inductive assumption 9Ik is true in T and so there is
a substitution c such that Ikc is ground and true.
Consider first when S is maximal. That is let I 0  Ik [ fBhg. Now B
hc is ground
and true in T because it is a subset of Ikc. Now 8B  B
 is true in T because B is a
definite clause in P and P is true in T . So 8Bhc is true in T and 8fBhcg [ Ikc is
true in T . Therefore, 9Ik [ fBhg is true in T , that is, 9I 0 is true in T .
Relaxing the choice of S, for every possibility for Ik1 it holds that Ik1  I 0 so
9Ik1 is also true in T . 
Theorem 9.1 (Equivalence of non-connex clauses). Let P be a definite program and I
a definite clause such that P  9I
. Let C be a definite clause such that
C 2 absorbI ; P . Then C is equivalent by generalized subsumption with respect to P
to C  connexC
.
Proof. Let C0 be the clause C  connexC
. Let A be an atom covered by C in an
interpretation T . Then, referring to the definition of cover (1), C0 also covers A be-
cause C and C0 share the same head and C0
  C
. Therefore, C0 P C.
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Now let A be an atom covered by C0 in interpretation T where P is true in T . Then
there is a h such that C0h is identical to A and so Ch is identical to A too. Futher-
more, 9C0h is true in T . Now C
 may be partitioned into C0
 and R where these two
sets share no common variables by definition of C0. By Lemma 9.1 9C
 is true in T .
Therefore, 9C0
 is true in T and 9R is true in T . Because 9C0
h is true in T and the
input of h does not include variables in R, 9C
h is true in T . Therefore, C covers A.
Therefore, C P C0.
We have shown C0 P C and C P C0 so they are equivalent with respect to P . 
Because of the completeness result, the connex clause corresponding to a non-con-
nex clause in absorb is also in absorb, so non-connex clauses need not be considered
as candidate hypotheses. Unfortunately, we cannot prune branches of the search
space rooted in a non-connex clause because a generalization of a non-connex clause
may be connex.
9.2. Duplicate clauses
Typically there are a number of alternative paths in the absorption closure (that
is, alternative choices of background clauses at each step) yielding identical clauses
as generalizations. Taking care in the exploration of the search space to avoid re-
working duplicates can improve the eciency of the search.
We can do this by maintaining a record of clauses as they are generated. When-
ever a new clause is generated by absorption, if the clause already appears in the re-
cord then there is another path through the hierarchy to the same clause and so
further iterated absorption of the present clause is unnecessary.
9.3. Least general absorption
Each clause which is the result of least general absorption of an input clause is
equivalently general to the input clause. Therefore, clauses generated by least general
absorption, including those generated by unit absorption, need not be considered as
inductive hypotheses. Unfortunately, though we cannot exclude the generalization
hierarchy rooted there from the search space for generalizations because the clause
may be needed to act as the input clause for a later absorption step.
10. Sacrificing completeness
There are two additional ways that the generalization search space may be re-
duced at the cost of completeness, but justifiable in some circumstances.
10.1. Free variables in a background clause
When a background clause has variables in the head that do not also occur in
the body, the suitable substitution is not well constrained by the subset condition
of absorption. A suitable substitution may replace such a free variable in the head
of the background clause by any other variable occurring elsewhere in the input
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clause or by any constant symbol or deeper term. Indeed, when the language of
the program and input clause includes function symbols, the number of alternative
suitable substitutions, each yielding dierent generalizations, is unbounded. Al-
though each of these generalizations is equivalent in generality, all may be neces-
sary to act as input clauses for later absorption steps, yielding non-equivalent
generalizations.
A solution to this problem is to limit the language of programs. Following Lloyd
[9] let us call a clause allowed if every variable occurring in it occurs in the body,
and let us call a program allowed if every clause in it is allowed. Then when each
background clause allowed there are no free variables in the head, so suitable sub-
stitutions for absorption are constrained by the subset property on atoms in the
body.
Furthermore, the absorption of a non-allowed input clause with an allowed back-
ground clause cannot yield an allowed clause because variables in any atom intro-
duced to the input clause must also occur elsewhere in the body of the clause.
Therefore, when only allowed generalizations are sought, the generalization search
space beyond a non-allowed clause may be pruned away.
10.2. Choosing the root
The completeness theorem (Theorem 8.6) requires a search of a set of absorption
closures, one rooted at each subset of the body of the initial input clause. In ILP the
initial input clause would often be a unit clause example, so only one absorption clo-
sure is required. However, when an example is a non-unit clause, we can justifiably
search only one absorption closure, sacrificing completeness.
To see this, let us characterise the predicate symbol of each atom in the body of a
clause to be generalized as a feature of the concept members covered by the clause.
We can regard each step of non-unit absorption as generalizing some features replac-
ing a set of features by a single more general one. The replacement feature is more
general in the sense that it implies the features it replaces like a movement towards
the root of a feature hierarchy defined by background knowledge, called the climbing
generalization tree rule by Michalski [10]. Notably a feature of the input clause is
only removed by absorption when it is replaced by another more general feature; fea-
tures are dropped from a generalization only when sanctioned by background know-
ledge. On the other hand, unit absorption does not generalize but adds a new and
possibly irrelevant feature to the clause, so that the feature is available for further
generalization.
The completeness theorem says that in every clause of each absorption closure,
every feature of the root is either retained or replaced by a more general feature.
That is, the only way to treat a feature of the example as entirely irrelevant is to drop
it from the body before the first step of absorption. But if we prefer that every feature
of the example remains in a generalization unless its removal is sanctioned by back-
ground knowledge, then this is exactly what we want. In this case, choosing to search
only the absorption closure which is rooted at the full body of the example and ig-
noring those rooted at its subsets reduces and simplifies the search space while ele-
gantly implementing a kind of relevance assumption: assuming that every feature
of the example is relevant.
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11. Changing the representation
The completeness result of Theorem 8.6 is weaker than we would like: although it
allows us to search for generalizations of an input clause in an hierarchy structured
by absorption, for completeness we must consider hierarchies rooted at each subset
of the body of the input clause. For each clause represented in the hierarchy, we must
also consider as a candidate hypothesis each clause generated by applying an inverse
substitution. Each absorption step must consider each background clause of the pro-
gram. Every unit background clause, having an empty body, may be used for ab-
sorption with any input clause.
We have characterised the predicates in the body of an input clause as the features
of an example. But what of the constant and function symbols of the input clause –
the symbols representing the objects concerned in the example? In the completeness
theorem we can see that constant and function symbols initially present in an input
clause usually remain in the generalizations in the hierarchy until the final inverse
substitution. Absorption removes a symbol only when a background clause has that
symbol in its body but not its head. Such background clauses may be present in a
program, but they are not typical. Removing the symbols by applying a final inverse
substitution is as problematic as deleting literals from the body of an input clause for
the root of the absorption closure – it is a generalization which is made without ref-
erence to background knowledge.
This is particularly evident when we consider an initial input clause consisting of a
ground unit atom – the usual form of examples in ILP. The input body is empty so
the first steps of absorption must be unit absorption, each introducing new features
and later steps generalize only the introduced features. The objects which are present
in the initial example occur in the head of the clause so they are ignored entirely until
the final inverse substitution!
To solve this problem we can employ the flattening representation change as de-
scribed by Rouveirol and Puget [23]. It translates the constant and function symbols
in the input clause and the background program to predicate symbols. Then all these
symbols may be treated uniformly in generalization and an initial ground unit input
clause becomes a functor-free, non-unit input clause.
11.1. Flattening
Flattening replaces function symbols and constants with variables and new
predicate symbols. The new predicate symbols are defined in the program by asso-
ciated unit clauses that do contain function symbols. The flattened clause, supple-
mented with the symbol-defining clauses, is logically equivalent to the original one
[21].
For our purposes flattening is defined as follows. For simplicity, within the scope
of the definition constant symbols are regarded to be function symbols of arity zero.
Definition 11.1 (Flattening, Flat predicate, Symbol-defining, flat). Let C be the def-
inite clause pt1; . . . ; tn  C1; . . . ;Cm where p is a predicate symbol of arity n P 0
and each ti is a term and each Cj is an atom. The definite clause flatC is given
by
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pv1; . . . ; vn  
[n
i1
flattti; vi
 !
[
[m
j1
flatlCj
 !
;
where each vi is a variable and flatl and flatt are defined as follows.
Let pt1; . . . ; tn be an atom with predicate symbol p and each ti is a term. Then the
set flatlpt1; . . . ; tn is given by fpv1; . . . ; vng [
Sn
i1 flattti; vi, where each vi is a
variable.
Let f t1; . . . ; tn be a term with functor f of arity n P 0 and argument terms ti and
let v be a variable that uniquely stands for the term f t1; . . . ; tn throughout. Then
flattf t1; . . . ; tn; v is the set ffnv; v1; . . . ; vng [
Sn
i1 flattti; vi, where each vi is a
variable and fn is a flat predicate symbol of arity n 1 which cannot occur in C
(or any program containing C ).
Let v be a variable. Then flattv; v is the empty set.
The symbol-defining clauses, S, associated with flatC  are defined as follows. For
each flat predicate symbol fn occurring in flat(C), there is a unit clause in S of the
form fnf v1; . . . ; vn; v1; . . . ; vn  where each vi is a distinct variable.
We use deep to refer to a clause or program which does not have any flat predicate
symbols occurring in it. We use flat atom to refer to an atom with a flat predicate
symbol. We say that when flattf t1; . . . ; tn; v is the set ffnv; v1; . . . ; vng [Sn
i1 flattti; vi in the definition above, then fnv; v1; . . . ; vn stands for f t1; . . . ; tn
and also v stands for f t1; . . . ; tn. Notice that any atom that is an instance of the head
of a symbol-defining clause is unambiguously determined by the term that is the first
argument of the atom and that this term is never a variable. This property will be
useful later.
Example 11.1 (Flattening). Let C be the deep clause pf x; a; b  qx; f y; b.
Then flatC is
pu; v  f2u; x;w; a0w; b0v; qx; z; f2z; y; v:
The associated symbol-defining clauses are
f2f x; y; x; y  
a0a  
b0b  
The flat atom f2z; y; v in flatC stands for f y; b as does the variable z.
Alternative forms of flattening, such as Ling and Narayan’s [8] logical traces and
others discussed by Rouveirol [21] are slight variations of the form presented here. A
distinguishing feature of this form is that every occurrence of a term in the deep
clause is stood for by the same variable in the flattened clause.
The flattening operation is easily inverted by the inverse operation called unflat-
tening. This is done by a syntactic manipulation of the flattened clause, removing
each flat atom and unifying the first argument of the atom with a term comprised
of the function symbol corresponding to the flat predicate symbol, applied to the re-
maining arguments. Alternatively, the unflattening operation may be viewed logical-
ly as performing several deductive steps of resolution with each of the notional unit
symbol-defining clauses [21].
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Deleting some flat atoms from a flattened clause corresponds to inverting a
substitution in the corresponding deep clause [21]. Notice however that this kind
of operation cannot invert a substitution which unifies variables in the deep
clause.
11.2. Flattening for absorption
By initially flattening an input clause and a background clause each constant and
function symbol in the clauses is represented as a predicate symbol.
Example 11.2 (Flattening and absorption). Consider the program
qa  
qb  
qc  
Let I be the clause pa  . Absorbing I with the first background clause gives
pa  qa. But flatI is px  a0x. Absorbing flatI with the flattened
first background clause, qy  a0y gives px  qx; a0x. Choosing the most
general of these, the feature a0 of the input clause has been replaced by the ‘‘more
general’’ feature q in the generalized clause.
Notice that a constant symbol in a clause does not appear in a generalization
when it is replaced by a predicate which holds for that symbol. In this way the
mechanism by which absorption replaces predicates by more general ones elegant-
ly extends to constant and function symbols. Any term in the input clause is re-
placed by a variable in a generalization exactly when sanctioned by background
knowledge. Unflattening removes extraneous flat atoms that do not aect the
clause and binds again some variables to other terms stood for by remaining flat
atoms.
11.3. Limiting unit absorption
Because every unit clause in a program may participate in absorption with any in-
put clause at every step of iterated absorption, limiting the use of unit absorption is
crucial to improving the eciency of generalization by absorption.
The flattening representation change can also help here. In a program which is the
flat representation of an allowed program, every unit clause defines a flat symbol, a
constant or function symbol in the deep representation. But the unit clauses them-
selves do contain constant and function symbols so a clause created by unit absorp-
tion is not flat. Furthermore, the clause is significant not as an inductive hypothesis
itself but only as an input clause for a later absorption step. The constant or func-
tion symbol introduced by a step of unit absorption cannot be removed by a later
step of absorption; it can only be removed by a final inverse substitution. Like
the constant and function symbols in the initial input clause, we would like these
constant and function symbols to be represented only as flat predicate symbols,
so they may be removed by later steps of absorption when sanctioned by back-
ground knowledge.
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But even in the flat representation, unit absorption must be permitted for com-
pleteness. Unit absorption introduces a flat atom into the body of an input clause
which may enable absorption with a background clause that also has an instance
of that flat atom in its body. As in the deep representation, unit absorption introduc-
es another ‘‘feature’’ into the input clause for later generalization.
Our solution is to disallow unit absorption but instead to collapse multiple unit
absorptions followed by a non-unit absorption into a single new operator called
k-unit absorption. As before, it is defined for absorption of a goal, but the obvious
extension to absorption of a clause by replicating the head of the input clause
may be assumed.
Definition 11.2 (k-unit absorption of a goal, k-absorb). Let I be a functor-free def-
inite goal and B be a non-unit clause in flat program P such that I and B share no
common variables. Let there be a variable-pure substitution h for variables in B and
a set of flat atoms U such that (1) U  B
 and (2) B
 ÿ Uh  I and (3) Uh \ I  fg
and (4) no variable in the input of h occurs as the first argument of an atom of U.
Then the k-unit absorption of I with B using h, k-absorbI ;B; h, is the set of goal
bodies I ÿ B
h [ fBhg [ B
h.
Also, k-absorbI ;B is the set of goal bodies G such that there exists a substitution
h such that G 2 k-absorbI ;B; h.
 I is called the input goal and B is the background clause. The atoms in the set
B
h are called optional and the atoms of U are called the skipped flat atoms. The
number of skipped flat atoms is called the level.
The condition (3) on the skipped flat atoms ensures that the set is as small as pos-
sible to enable absorption – adding only the minimal set of flat atoms which are miss-
ing from the body of the background clause. The condition (4) on the substitution
ensures that k-unit absorption is indeed a generalizing rather than specializing oper-
ator: it constrains the skipped flat atoms to stand for terms occurring in the head of
the deep version of the background clause. Of course, k-unit absorption at level zero
coincides with the definition of absorption of non-unit flat clauses.
Example 11.3 (k-unit absorption). Consider the program
C1 : marriedrichard; robyn  
C2 : motherrobyn; peter  
and let I be father (richard, peter) . Then the flattened program (without the sym-
bol-defining clauses) is given by
flatC1 : marriedU ; V   richard0U; robyn0V 
flatC2 : motherV ;W   robyn0V ; peter0W 
and flatI by fatherX ; Y   richard0X ; peter0Y .
The k-unit absorption of flatI with flatC1 at level 1 is the clauses of the form
fatherX ; Y   marriedX ;U; peter0Y ; richard0X ; robyn0U:
One of these, call it I 0, is fatherX ; Y   marriedX ;U; peter0Y ; robyn0U. Gener-
alizing further, k-absorb I 0; flatC2 at level 0 includes
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fatherX ; Y   marriedX ;U;motherU ; Y :
At level k, k-unit absorption introduces k existential variables to the body of the
generalized clause. Unlike unit absorption, k-unit absorption does not introduce
constant or function symbols to the clause, that is, it generates functor-free clauses.
Notice that in the deep representation, the most obviously ‘‘relevant’’ kind of unit
absorption – when the constant and function symbols of the background clause also
occur in the input clause – is transformed to k-unit absorption at level 0 in the flat
representation. This can be seen in the second step of the example.
What is the eect on completeness of the generalization hierarchy when unit
absorption is not permitted but absorption is replaced by k-unit absorption? Con-
sider a sequence of iterated absorption of an initial input clause, comprising some
unit absorption steps to produce an intermediate clause, and then a step of non-
unit absorption of the intermediate clause. Let us call the clauses produced by the
non-unit absorption step the absorption products. Now the intermediate clause
would not be represented in the k-unit absorption closure, but as it is only equiv-
alently general to the input clause this will not aect the generality spanned by
the remaining clauses. When the later application of non-unit absorption gener-
ates a strictly more general absorption product, k-unit absorption instead gener-
ates a functor-free clause directly from the initial input clause. Every
absorption product clause is an instance of a functor-free clause created by k-unit
absorption.
But the instantiating substitution merely binds variables occurring as the first ar-
gument of a skipped flat atom to the term they stand for. Because the skipped flat
atoms are all optional, they are dropped from some of the clauses generated by
k-unit absorption. This means that the clauses represented by k-unit absorption
include all those of the absorption product plus some more general ones that have
replaced constant or function symbol features in the input clause by ‘‘more general’’
predicate symbol features.
Example 11.4 (Relating k-unit absorption to absorption). Reconsidering Example
11.3, a unit absorption step gives the intermediate clause
C0  absorbflatI; robyn0robyn  
 fatherX ; Y   richard0X ; peter0Y ; robyn0robyn
A succeeding absorption step absorbC0; flatC1 gives
fatherX ; Y   marriedX ; robyn; peter0Y ; richard0X ; robyn0robyn
These clauses are instances of the clauses of k-absorb flatI; flatC1:
fatherX ; Y   marriedX ;U; peter0Y ; richard0X ; robyn0U
The instantiating substitution is fU=robyng. Unflattening the clauses of
absorbC0; flatC1 we have
fatherX ; peter  marriedX ; robyn
fatherrichard; peter  marriedrichard; robyn
But unflattening the clauses of k-absorbflatI; flatC1 we have
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fatherX ; peter  marriedX ;U
fatherrichard; peter  marriedrichard;U
fatherrichard; peter  marriedrichard; robyn
fatherX ; peter  marriedX ; robyn
12. A strategy for generalization
Now we can do a complete generalization search by replacing absorption in the
completeness Theorem 8.6 by k-unit absorption of flattened clauses. Beginning with
an example that is a unit clause, flatten the clause and put each clause made of its
head and any subset of its body into an initial working set. Apply k-unit absorption
to each clause in the set paired with each suitable flattened background clause (ex-
cluding unit symbol-defining clauses), and include the resulting clauses in the set.
Continue doing so indefinitely or until the set no longer grows. This set is the k-unit
absorption closure of the flattened example, k-absorb.
Consider any clause in the set as an inductive hypothesis. Also consider any clause
for which there is a substitution which can transform it to one in the set. All of these
are candidate inductive hypotheses more general than the example. Some of them
will contain flat atoms and should be unflattened before adoption.
But there remain some ways this procedure may be simplified.
12.1. Free variables in a background clause
Earlier, when working in the deep representation we suggested that variables in
the head of a background clause that do not also occur in the body of the clause give
rise to a large range of possible suitable substitutions for absorption. We suggested
that by restricting the language of background clauses to allowed clauses this prob-
lem does not occur. Unfortunately, when an allowed program which includes func-
tion symbols (of non-zero arity) is flattened, it is no longer allowed. Although the flat
form of a clause is allowed if the clause itself is allowed, the symbol-defining clauses
for the function symbols are not allowed.
However, using k-unit absorption, such a unit background clause is never direct-
ly used for absorption. The choices for a suitable substitution in unit absorption
are replaced by choices for the substitution in k-unit absorption. Fortunately,
for k-unit absorption we need only consider variable-pure substitutions at this
stage, thus considerably constraining the substitution. Furthermore, like for ab-
sorption in the deep representation, if an input clause is not allowed then the result
of k-unit absorption with an allowed background clause is also not allowed. If we
seek only allowed clauses, the search space may be pruned at any non-allowed
clause.
12.2. Choosing the root
Just as when we were working in the deep representation, the completeness theo-
rem requires consideration of generalization hierarchies rooted at each subset of the
body of the example. For the deep representation we suggested that a meaningful
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relevance assumption is made by considering only the absorption closure rooted at
the maximal subset.
The same argument applies to the flat representation. When the clause for gener-
alization is a unit clause example, the features in the body of the flattened example
are the constant and function symbols of the example. By searching for inductive hy-
potheses only in the k-unit absorption closure of the full body, completeness is sac-
rificed but the original features are either retained or replaced by more general
features in every hypothesis considered.
Example 12.1 (Choosing the maximal root). Let P be a definite program including
the clause qa  . Let P 0 be the flattened form of P. Let I be pa; b  . Then
flatI is px; y  a0x; b0y. Let I 0 be px; y  a0x. Let H be px; y  qx.
Now H 2 k-absorbI 0; P 0 but H 2 k-absorbflatI; P 0, although H P I .
12.3. Avoiding inverse substitution
Working in the flat representation does not obviate the inverse substitution in the
completeness Theorem 8.6. For completeness, some clauses that do not occur in the
k-unit absorption closure must be considered as inductive hypotheses, viz. those for
which an instance occurs in the closure. Each clause in the closure is flat and functor-
free but an inverse substitution could replace multiply occurring instances of a single
variable by distinct variables. When the variable occurs as the first argument of a flat
atom in the clause this corresponds to replacing a term by a variable in the deep rep-
resentation. This is undesirable by the relevance assumption – either the new clause
already occurred in the k-unit absorption closure or the generalization is not justified
by background knowledge.
But the inverse substitution may instead replace a variable occurring multiply in
atoms about observational predicates by distinct variables. Again, in this case the
available background knowledge does not sanction the generalization.
Therefore, it is reasonable to avoid the final inverse substitution when working in
the flat representation. The consequence of this decision is that when a feature ap-
pears multiply in an input clause every considered hypothesis replaces every occur-
rence of the feature by the same more general feature.
Example 12.2 (Avoiding inverse substitution). Consider the program P
qa  
ra  
If P 0 is the corresponding flattened program and I is the clause pa; a  , then flatI
is px; x  a0x and k-absorbflatI; P 0 is
px; x  a0x
px; x  qx; a0x
px; x  rx; a0x
px; x  qx; rx; a0x
Notably it does not include the clause px; y  qx; ry although it is more general
than I with respect to P.
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13. Conclusion
In this paper we have described the generalization operator absorption and ana-
lysed its properties. In particular, we showed its soundness and completeness for gen-
eralizing by generalized subsumption. Although absorption was initially presented as
an operator on clauses with multiply occurring antecedents, we have demonstrated
advantages to be gained by working with absorption on clauses with unique anteced-
ents. Iteratively applied to an initial input clause, absorption structures the search
space for inductive hypotheses more general than the initial clause.
Some of the clauses in the space may be ignored as inductive hypotheses without
compromising completeness, but must remain in the generalization hierarchy to en-
able generation of other hypotheses. In particular this applies to non-connex clauses,
clauses generated by least general absorption and generated by unit absorption. In
conjunction with flattening, the new operator k-unit absorption may be used to delay
the representation of nodes of the latter kinds until needed for a later generalization
step.
We have described two ways in which the search space for generalizations may be
significantly simplified at the expense of completeness: by considering only one initial
subset and avoiding the final inverse substitution step. But we have argued that, with
the aid of the flattening representation change, we give up only some generalizations
which are not justified by background knowledge.
A number of important questions are not answered in this paper. While building
up the hypothesis space, which clause in the space should be chosen as the next for
development? Which suitable background clause should be chosen for absorption?
How can experimentation be used within the scheme to reject some hypotheses be-
fore they are evaluated to prune the search in the hypothesis space? Of the hypoth-
eses in the set, which one should be adopted eventually and assimilated into the
program?
Although absorption generalizes in the model of generalization known as gener-
alized subsumption, an interesting extension could analyse its properties in a strong-
er model of generality based on logical implication. Recent work on generalization
under implication [7,14,5], proposes generalizing operators which, unlike absorption,
cannot take account of definite program background knowledge.
An absorption operator based on that developed in this paper and extended to
handle normal clauses is implemented in MINERVA [27]. The operator oers a tool
for incremental generalization of a ground atom example with respect to a growing
body of background knowledge. It is embedded in a context of an heuristic search
procedure guided by experimental testing, enabling MINERVA to exhibit incremental,
anytime, learning of multiple concepts.
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